LOOKING FOR:
PEOPLE INTERESTED IN BECOMING AN EMT
Hey everyone, do you want to give more to your community? Does the medical field interest
you? Would you be willing to help save lives? If so, and if you have any interest at all of
becoming an EMT, then your opportunity may just be around the corner. We are looking for
anyone that has any interest of becoming an EMT. If you are interested in becoming an EMT
please let me know.
Questions you may have:
What does it consist of?:
>A 9.5 credit hour class which is approximately 155 hours of classroom time.
When is it?:
>That is to be determined based upon the amount of interest. Our goal is to arrange a class
beginning this fall in Tilden.
When will the classes be?:
>That also will be determined based upon the people interested. The day and time the class is
held could be arranged however the group wishes.
How long will it take?:
>Again, this will be determined upon you and the instructor. It’s approximately 155 classroom
hours. Depending on when the group decides to arrange the time and day(s) of the classes it
could take anywhere from approximately 5-9 months (guessing).
How much does it cost?:
>Possibly FREE! If you are serious, and if you take this course, there is a great possibility that
between your volunteer squad and your city, they could possibly help fund the full amount of the
tuition and books, with a signed contract stating you will become a volunteer member of the
squad. Tilden Rescue is looking for more EMT’s.
>According to NECC’s website it’s approximately $1,200.00
To answer these questions in better detail a meeting will be hosted at a later time for those
interested, if we have enough interests. Our goal is to host the class in our own Fire/Rescue
Hall in Tilden, however anyone can take this class even if they aren’t from Tilden.
Please spread the word!!
~Share~Share~Share~
If you have questions please contact myself, Michelle McIntosh, EMT at 402-887-7488 or
michellemarie1229@gmail.com, or find me on Facebook!

